Tamper-Resistant Fasteners For Museum Exhibit Cases

Many museums have exhibit cases that are secured with standard screws. Since standard screws are easy to remove, the security of museum objects exhibited in these cases is compromised, especially when the museum relies upon the case alone to provide security for the objects inside. Museum thefts can occur, even at institutions with full-time guard staffs, because intruders may easily gain entry to poorly secured exhibit cases.

A simple, cost-effective way to deter theft and reduce the chance of vandalism to exhibit cases is to ensure that exhibit cases are secured with tamper-resistant fasteners. These fasteners should be installed on all new exhibit cases; existing cases should be retrofitted. While this security measure cannot prevent theft, it discourages exhibit case entry by the casual thief or vandal and provides an extra measure of protection, especially in areas where exhibit surveillance is limited.

Tamper-resistant fasteners use unique head designs and/or uncommon recesses or slots. They require specialized tools such as non-standard screwdrivers, wrenches, sockets or spanner head drivers with unusual configurations to remove them. With the specialized tool, the museum staff has access for exhibit maintenance, object examination, housekeeping, pest management tasks, and emergency entry as required.

Tamper-resistant fasteners should be installed to secure:
- Plexiglas® vitrines or glass panels where they join or attach to the exhibit case
- Exhibit case entry doors which are not secured by keyed locks
- Exhibit case light chamber access panels where the chamber provides access to artifacts
- Exhibit case climate control access panels where the chamber provides access to artifacts

Replace Regular Screws with Security Screws

Various manufacturers have developed security screws. You can purchase both standard- and machine-thread security screws in a variety of design types for replacing regular screws. Security screws are available in various sizes and lengths for use in wood, metal, and plastic
surfaces. Like standard screws, security screws are also available in a variety of head styles, for example, flat, oval, round, and pan.

Examples of Standard- and Machine-thread Security Screws

Purchasing security screws in small quantities can be expensive if you have only a few cases to secure. You should consider availability and standardization when selecting a screw type. Some manufacturers provide pre-stocked kits that include several different types of screws and drivers. (See page 3 for sources for security screws and kits.)

Additional security can be gained by mixing different types of security fasteners in exhibit installations. This dual installation forces would-be intruders to have two or more different tools. Such installations also require intruders to take greater risks since more time is required to gain entry to cases. While in-house routine or emergency access may be delayed by the installation of different types of screws, one must weigh the inconvenience against the possibility of losing an item to theft or vandalism.

Installing Tamper-resistant Fasteners

- Consider the case construction before putting in the new fasteners to determine if removing and replacing fasteners could damage the case.
- Use the existing holes. Relocating fasteners may cause damage to the exhibit case, the plexiglas, or glass.

Caution: Intruders often work in teams to alert one another to patrolling guards. They may also use diversions to keep staff and visitors from observing their actions. Patient intruders may return repeatedly to remove a few screws at a time until they can gain access. Instruct park protection and curatorial staff to regularly check
for signs of tampering, for example, missing molding, scratches on screw head surfaces, crews that are partially removed. Include checking for signs of tampering in the park’s opening and closing procedures.

**NOTE:** After tamper-resistant fasteners have been installed on exhibit cases, secure the screwdriver and any specialized bits or tools like museum keys: in a keybox, locked file cabinet, or locked museum storage cabinet. Access to the screwdriver and bits should be strictly limited to park staff who have responsibility for the museum collections.
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